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As a technology enthusiast and amateur radio operator, I recently embarked on a journey to 
explore the capabilities of the MFJ-1899T antenna, a device that has garnered attention in the 
ham radio community for its versatility and portability. 
 
First Impressions and Setup 
When I first received the MFJ-1899T, its compactness was immediately apparent. Designed for 
portable operations, it features a telescopic whip that could extend to various lengths and 
easily collapse for transport. Despite negative reviews about the difficulty setting the SWR for 
the different bands, following the newly released measurements and manual for this antenna, 
I found it a breeze. 
The setup process was straightforward, with clear instructions for adjusting the whip to 
optimize reception on different bands. 
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Field Testing 
I took the antenna to various locations to test its performance in different environments. 
Adjusting the antenna to different bands was an intuitive process, requiring only minor tweaks 
to the telescopic whip and base coil. This simplicity was a significant advantage, allowing for 
quick changes between frequencies without complex configurations. 
 

Performance Insights 
In the field, the MFJ-1899T's performance was 
impressive. Despite its small size, it managed to 
capture a wide range of signals effectively. The 
antenna was particularly adept at handling 
various bands, showcasing its versatility. I did 
notice that it tended to be noisier than my base 
station antenna, but this was a small trade-off 
for its portability and range. 
 
Comparative Analysis 
Comparing the MFJ-1899T with other antennas 
in its category, I found it to be a strong 
contender, especially considering its price point 
and the range of bands it could cover. Its design 
and ease of use made it an excellent option for 
both novice and experienced operators. 
 
Conclusion 
Overall, the MFJ-1899T stands out as a highly 
capable portable antenna. Its ease of setup, 
coupled with its performance across a broad 
spectrum of frequencies, makes it an excellent 
choice for amateur radio enthusiasts. Whether 
for field operations, park activations, or casual 
backyard use, the MFJ-1899T is a reliable and 
versatile tool in any ham radio operator's kit. 
 


